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1. Introduction – The economic, environmental and social negative impacts of school buildings have 

been increasing during the last decades with such dramatic consequences chief of which are the low 

comfort level of teachers and students besides high energy consumption and GHG emissions. As a proven 

fact, façade of buildings are responsible for approximately 36% of total energy consumption in buildings 

which can be reduced considerably starting from optimizing construction materials and components, 

applying intelligent technologies to improving appearance among others. But experimental projects 

showing that the optimization of façades requires long-period and high-budget projects. Subsequently, the 

authors have studied the design of new mountable intelligent devices incorporating low-cost solutions and 

renewable energy technologies. This work focuses on the possibility of designing a mountable composite 

intelligent layer for schools façades composed of waste materials. This possibility aims to reduce these 

buildings both solar-load and energy consumption and at the same time increase thermal, acoustic and 

visual comfort levels which are the endemic problems of numerous Spanish schools. This paper reviews 

the related technical literature to study related projects on façade external layers. It also presents the trial 

designs and prototypes for these external intelligent layers. This paper presents part of Saeid Habibi’s 

PhD studies titled “Towards the most sustainable school architecture using intelligent patterns cladding”. 

  

2. Experimental – The experimental programs are:  

1. Providing an overview on architectural façade elements that are built reusing waste materials, include 

renewable energy systems and can be applied on façades external layers.  

2. Solve Spanish schools specific and endemic sustainability problems by designing new intelligent low 

cost external layers and their first prototypes. These innovative layers will be built reusing waste 

materials such as tetra brick containers, polystyrene containers and PET bottles among others. These 

prototypes will be based on an experimental campaign that evaluates the mechanic behaviour and 

durability of their components and materials.  

 

3. Results and Discussion – This research project by taking advantages from the intelligent systems and 

waste materials, will conceive the façade as a dynamic and interactive architectural energetic system.  

This function in the format of an external layer can be act as a crucial revitalizer of energy performances, 

costs and appearance of Spanish school buildings that the research team by doing many field studies, 

analysis and surveys have proved this necessity. Accomplished analyses are also showing that because of 

financial problems, low-cost and short-term solutions, methods and technologies are more preferable than 

high-cost projects.  

 

4. Conclusions – As a conclusion, analyses and built trial prototypes are showing that by positive 

executing of the presented paper objectives this project will go to optimize students and teachers 

unacceptable acoustic, thermal and visual comfort levels and their sustainability awareness and more 

important will contribute in reduction of 3.59 MTOE energy in each year. To sum up, this paper by 

identifying the sustainability problems of schools (related to façades) and developing low-cost intelligent 
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façade layer proposals, while supports the waste reducing goals, will be great help in convincing 

administrators who are concerning to solve a sort of problems with minimum cost and time.   
 


